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Dogeverse is a brand new meme coin project offering a meme token called $DOGEVERSE. Notably,
Dogeverse witnessed huge traction soon after its launch. The $DOGEVERSE token raised over
$400K within 24 hours of its official launch. On Wednesday 5th June at 10am UTC, eagerly awaited
multichain meme coin Dogeverse lists on decentralized exchanges. Presale buyers are capable of
claiming their tokens from that time onwards.

Following a period of consolidation and sideways price action in crypto markets, the $DOGEVERSE
launch has happened at the perfect time. Then, What is Dogeverse (DOGEVERSE)? Is Dogeverse
(DOGEVERSE) a Good Investment in 2024? Next, let’s take a close look at this meme coin project.
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What is Dogeverse (DOGEVERSE)?

Dogeverse ($DOGEVERSE) is a novel token inspired by the adventures of the chain-hopping Doge,
‘Cosmo’, who is capable of jumping across blockchains. It’s the first Doge token to function across
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numerous blockchains, making it a significant meme coin to watch. Moreover, it’s a multi-chain
token that operates on Ethereum, Polygon, BNB Chain, Solana, Base, and Avalanche. With a goal of
uniting different crypto communities through the power of Doge memes and building a single crypto
universe, Dogeverse (DOGEVERSE) combines the most recent bridge technology and allows its
token holders to access several chains simultaneously.
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DOGEVERSE Multichain Ecosystem

The Dogeverse ecosystem is crafted with the sole purpose of breaking down the barriers between
isolated crypto communities. By leveraging Wormhole and Portal Bridge technology, $DOGEVERSE
token holders can easily navigate through different chains, enjoying a seamless and safe experience.
This multichain functionality not only amplifies the reach of Doge culture but also enhances liquidity
and utility across the board.

By setting a new standard for crypto ICO tokens, Dogeverse allows the community to buy and claim
the $DOGEVERSE token across six major blockchains, strategically amplifying Cosmo’s vision of a
unified cryptoverse. From decentralized exchanges (DEXs) to centralized ones (CEXs), Cosmo’s
name will shine brightly, bringing together meme enthusiasts and blockchain adventurers from
diverse backgrounds.

Dogeverse Key Features and Advantages

Multi-chain Compatibility: Dogeverse is the first truly multi-chain Doge token, enabling
investors to easily move their tokens between various popular blockchains like Ethereum, BNB
Chain, Polygon, Solana, Avalanche, and Base. This flexibility and interoperability set Dogeverse
apart from other meme tokens.

Strong Community: Dogeverse leverages the power of Doge memes to unite different crypto
communities. If you enjoy Doge memes and believe in the potential of a single crypto universe,
Dogeverse could be an exciting project to support.

High Staking Rewards: Dogeverse has allocated 10% of its token supply for staking rewards. By
holding and staking your $DOGEVERSE tokens, investors can earn extra tokens as passive income
for showing their support for the project.
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DOGEVERSE Tokenomics

$DOGEVERSE’s total supply is capped at 200 billion tokens, with allocations designed to support
ecosystem growth, reward the community, and ensure sustainability. Its token distribution detail
sets as below:

Presale Allocation (15%): 30 billion tokens for early supporters
Staking Rewards (10%): 20 billion tokens to incentivize holding and contribute to stability
Project Funds (25%): 50 billion tokens for ongoing development and scalability
Liquidity Pool (10%): 20 billion tokens for exchange liquidity provisions
Marketing (25%): 50 billion tokens for global outreach and community building
Ecosystem Funds (10%): 20 billion tokens for new partnerships and features
Exchanges (5%): 10 billion tokens for future exchange listings

This allocation ensures that $DOGEVERSE is well positioned for sustained growth, widespread
adoption, and an ever-expanding universe of possibilities.
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DOGEVERSE Roadmap

The roadmap of Dogeverse includes five phases:

Phase 1: The
Big Ban

Phase 2:
Development Phase 3: Awareness Phase 4:

Expansion Phase 5: Cosmic Travel

• Website
Launch: The
gateway to the
Dogeverse
universe goes
live, inviting
explorers to
learn more
about Cosmo
and his mission.
• Smart
Contract
Creation: The
foundational
code of
$DOGEVERSE
tokens is
meticulously
crafted,
ensuring
security and
functionality
across multiple
chains.
• Social Media
Activation: The
birth of our
community
channels, a
space for Doge
enthusiasts and
crypto
adventurers to
gather, share,
and grow.

•  Contract Audit:
Ensuring the utmost
security and
reliability of our
smart contract
through rigorous
audits by industry-
leading firms.
• Presale Launch:
An exclusive
opportunity for
early believers to
join Cosmo’s
journey of the
Dogeverse at a
foundational level.
• Community
Building: Engaging
social activities and
promotions to foster
a vibrant and
inclusive Dogeverse
community.

• Marketing
Campaigns: A mix of
traditional and guerrilla
marketing tactics to
spread the word about
$DOGEVERSE far and
wide.
• CoinMarketCap &
CoinGecko
Applications:
Establishing
$DOGEVERSE’s
presence on leading
crypto tracking
platforms for enhanced
visibility.
• Community
Engagements:
Expanding our reach
through collaborations,
partnerships, and
community-driven
initiatives.

• DEX Listings:
$DOGEVERSE
makes its debut on
multiple
decentralised
exchanges,
enhancing
accessibility and
liquidity.
•
DEXTools&Birdeye
Updates:
Integration with
leading analytics
platforms to provide
real-time data and
insights to our
users.

• CEX Listings: Expanding our horizons with listings on top centralized exchanges, increasing $DOGEVERSE’s reach and credibility.
• Sustained Marketing Efforts: Continuing to innovate in marketing to keep the community engaged and attract new members to the
Dogeverse.
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What Factors Influence the Price of Dogeverse?

As a kind of meme coin, the price of Dogeverse is quite volatile. To make accurate price prediction
on $DOGEVERSE and analyze whether it is a good investment in 2024, understanding what affects
the Dogeverse price is crucial. Here are some key points to consider:

Market sentiment: Market sentiment plays an key role in deciding the upside potential of a
meme coin.If people are excited about meme coins and projects that work on many
blockchains, the price of $DOGEVERSE can increase in the coming weeks and months.
Adoption and usage: As there are growing adoption for $DOGEVERSE, and more investors
use it on different blockchains, the price of $DOGEVERSEis expected to increase because
more people want it.
Partnerships and collaborations: If Dogeverse works with other projects, exchanges, or
famous people, it can make more people notice and trust the token, which could increase the
price.
Technological advancements: If Dogeverse makes it easy to use the token on different
blockchains, improves its platform, and adds new features, the token will be more valuable in
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the coming years.
Rules and regulations: Changes in the rules about cryptos and meme coins can either help
or hurt Dogeverse’s growth, which can affect the price of its token.
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Dogeverse (DOGEVERSE) Price Prediction

Dogeverse Price Prediction 2024

In terms of Dogeverse price prediction for 2024, Dogeverse is predicted to go through a lot of ups
and downs. The increase in exchange listings could makes Dogeverse see the market presence and
value of the token rise.As a result, following the project’s successful presale launch and ability to
achieve its roadmap goals, $DOGEVERSE could see a maximum price level of $0.00061 by 2024’s
end. Under a bearish circumstance, the potential lowest price of Dogeverse is estimated to be
$0.0002. The average price that DOGEVERSE may have in 2024 is $0.0004.

Dogeverse Price Prediction 2025

In terms of Dogeverse price prediction for 2025, as many crypto analysts think the crypto market
will do well in 2025, many projections indicate that Dogeverse is capable of seizing the growing
trend and boosting promising return. As the community and the platform grow, it is predicted that
Dogeverse would see price growth, despite unpredictable price fluctuations are expected. The
potential lowest price that Dogeverse could see in 2025 is predicted to be $0.00052, while the
maximum price level that Dogeverse would reach in 2015 is estimated to be $0.0012. The average
price expected throughout the year is $0.0008.

Dogeverse Price Prediction 2030

As for long-term price prediction on Dogeverse for 2030, many experts believe the blockchain
market will grow massively, which might benefit meme cryptos like Dogeverse as more people use
blockchain and transact with cryptos. As a result, the potential lowest price of Dogeverse in 2023 is
projected to fall to $0.0043 while the highest possible price is predicted to be $0.0066. The average
price of Dogeverse in 2030 is estimated to be $0.0054.
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Is Dogeverse (DOGEVERSE) a Good Investment in 2024?

Dogeverse is a multi-chain meme token that aims to connect a community with a shared love for
Doge meme. It unites communities across Ethereum, BNB Chain, Polygon, Solana, Avalanche, and
Base. $DOGEVERSE token raised over $400K within 24 hours of its official launch. Given its early
success in presale, multi-chain approach, community-building efforts, and potential to benefit from a
meme coin frenzy, the token could go viral soon and promise potential for huge return following its
list on DEXs.

Moreover, many crypto analysts are expecting a meme coin frenzy in 2024. Based on current market
dynamics, Dogeverse (DOGEVERSE) may be a good investment option for investors looking for huge
return in 2024.

However, whether Dogeverse (DOGEVERSE) is a good investment is highly depends on traders’
investment preference and risk tolerance, all investors are advised to do profound research and stay
well-informed before making any investment decision regarding Dogeverse (DOGEVERSE) meme
coin.
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How to Claim Dogeverse (DOGEVERSE) Tokens?

On Wednesday 5th June at 10am UTC, eagerly awaited multichain meme coin Dogeverse lists on
decentralized exchanges. After its exchange launch, the price will be determined by supply and
demand.
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To claim tokens purchased in the presale, $DOGEVERSE holders must follow a simple four-step
process.

First, visit the official Dogeverse website thedogeverse.com and connect the wallet used to make the
purchase of the tokens in the presale.



Then click on the ‘claim’ button and confirm the transaction.

Once the transaction is confirmed, the $DOGEVERSE tokens will be transferred to the respective
wallet.

Claimants must ensure that their wallet holds a sufficient amount of the relevant tokens to cover gas
fees required for transactions.

The supported chains and their respective cryptocurrencies are as follows:

Ethereum – $ETH

BNB Chain – $BNB

Polygon – $MATIC

Solana – $SOL

Avalanche – $AVAX

Base – $ETH

Alongside the claiming across multiple chains, there is also unstaking to consider.

Those who have staked their tokens must wait out a seven-day vesting period before being able to
claim their tokens. The seven-day period starts from 10m UTC on Wednesday 5 June.

That’s all information about Dogeverse (DOGEVERSE). If you want to know more information about
Dogeverse (DOGEVERSE) meme coin and other cryptocurrencies, please visit BTCC Academy.
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